LIGHTNING TALK
Agile Story Writing - Let’s break this down now..

brian.paniccia@tecveris.com

“Engineering takes too long to deliver - often by the time we
ship, it’s not what we wanted or as valuable to the market”.
- SVP Marketing - A Top Consumer Credit Provider
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Agile Story Writing - Let’s Start with Why?
Why will the Customer value the user story
- do we connect with and believe in this
ourselves?

Why?
How?
What?
Adapted from Simon Sinek’s - Start with Why1
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How we groom the story and build it depends on trusting the process and
collective belief in what we are building
What we agree to build achieve’s the most
beneﬁt in iterative batches for FLOW 2
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As the vp of fraud prevention, I want the
mobile credit app to pre-validate AND send
correct API fraud alerts, so that we save
labor costs having to remove false fraud
cases in our call centers AND only flag real
fraud cases
AC:
Do it so the above works
<link to fraud prevention standards>
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Before workshop
As the vp of fraud prevention, I want the
mobile credit app to pre-validate AND send
correct API fraud alerts, so that we save
labor costs having to remove false fraud
cases in our call centers AND only flag real
fraud cases

After workshop
As a loyal customer, I want to quickly
validate my charge using my mobile app, so
that I can complete my purchase without
having to wait on hold with fraud
prevention.
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As a loyal customer, I want to quickly
validate a flagged charge using my mobile
app, so that I can complete my purchase
without having to wait on hold with fraud
prevention.
Verify that I can use fingerprint authentication to confirm a flagged fraud
charge
Verify that I can use fingerprint authentication for flagged credit line
increase
Verify that I can use standard login and 2nd factor question when mobile
biometric is not available
Verify that approval code is sent to merchant within 10 seconds
Verify that authentication fail raises fraud flag API for borrower and locks
their account

Pts 100,?? Iteration ?
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Why?

How?

What?
1

2

3

4

?
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As a loyal customer, I want to quickly
authenticate my charge using my mobile
app, so that I can complete my purchase
without having to wait on hold with fraud
prevention.

Why?

Verify that I can authenticate with mobile login and 2nd factor question
Verify that the authorization code is sent to merchant within 10 seconds
Verify that the failed auth raises fraud flag API for borrower and locks
their account

How?

What?

Pts 13 Iteration 1

For faster flow team split validate out of pattern charge from credit line increase authentication
Then they focused on AC for 2nd factor question before TouchID
1
2

3

4

✔
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As a high score customer, I want my mobile
app to quickly validate a credit increase, so
that I can complete my purchase without
having to wait on hold for credit approval
Verify that pending purchase credit increase is sent to credit request svc
Verify that approval response is received from credit request svc
Verify that the authorization code is sent to merchant within 10 seconds
Verify that the declined credit request raises merchant decline
Verify that regression passes with mobile login and 2nd factor question

Pts 13 Iteration 2
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✔

✔
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4
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As a loyal iPhone app customer, I want to
authenticate with Touch ID, so that I can
validate an alert without having to login
manually and remember my secret question
during a purchase
Verify that iOS Touch ID will authenticate existing fraud alert service
Verify that iOS Touch ID will authenticate credit request service

Pts 5 Iteration 3

Now building on the Why? And How? - we can flow in faster, smaller
increments of value; Android fingerprint, iOS Face ID …..
✔
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✔
✔

✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔
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“Our agencies and broadcast customers have seen
automated password reset on our trade show backlog for
years, we can’t prioritize this large of a development effort
with competing revenue targets and they have lost trust in
us”.
- CEO - Television/Cable Ad Traffic Company
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As a ad traffic agency user I want to reset
my password myself in the portal, so that I
don’t have to call support and wait on hold
for up to an hour after holidays and major
national television events
Use captcha
Create password rules validation with
Min length of 8
Max length of 12
At least one special symbol
Save password history and don’t allow repeats
Change registration with 4 secret question and answer combinations
Verify secret question
Change password after email token link response
Time out token link after an hour

Pts 400 Iteration ??? on roadmap for 3 years
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As as a traffic agency user who failed to
enter their password 3 times, I want a link
to flag the support queue, so they will call
me back to provide a new password.
Verify that existing support queue has new column to flag password
user reset and callback
Verify that link pops up after third attempt confirming they enter last 4 of
their existing user registration phone number
Verify that support team has training guide and test with our largest
agency

Pts 8 Iteration - Very next sprint after workshop
In this example the CEO said “We solved 80% of the customers pain - we
can stop the rest of the feature and focus on higher priorities”
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Agile Story Writing - Let’s break this down
Why must resonate with the team on a personal level anyone on the team should be able to explain the value of
what they are working on to the CEO or Customer.
How must be done together - the team needs to emerge,
learn and iterate for maximum engagement, trust and value
What we build will be incredible - when we start with Why?
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Agile Story Writing - references
1 - Simon Sinek - How Great Leaders Inspire Action

TED Talk Link (great content to watch for Product and teams that should be grooming together - all about Why?)
https://www.ted.com/talks/simon_sinek_how_great_leaders_inspire_action?language=en

2 - FLOW - Principles of Product Development Flow
Book by Donald G. Reinertsen

Thank you!
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